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Flicka 20 interior

From BlueWaterBoats.org: In the extreme 'go small, go easy' is little Flicka 20. At an incredibly small 20 feet, few other ships can claim proven blue water capabilities. Flicka crossed the oceans of the world, weathered severe storms and survived grounding on reefs with little damage. Nevertheless, this pint-sized world
cruiser can be inserted into a trailer and carried home. Designed by Bruce Bingham by lines of Newport workships of the 19th century, Flicka 20 was originally introduced domestically in 1972 before reaching production, first nor' star and then Pacific Seacraft. If you can get over the lack of space on the deck and find a
place to stow your tender, you will find a ship that is basically solid, maritime and with the interior space of the ship 6 meters longer. It's big enough to live in, and being so small, it's incredibly easy to handle. It sails well despite its short length and heavy displacement. These are some of the reasons why people
rationalize buying Flick 20, but perhaps the real reason is its charm and character; This little ship has an iconic thud. History First line drawings of Flicka were published in rudder magazine in March 1972, but Flicka's origins go back to the 1950s when Bruce Bingham made some sketches of two rusty wooden sailboats
on a river south of Wickford in Rhode Island. Bingham later learned that they were working ships that had been operating in The Hague since 1840. These ships were known as Newport ships and had a reputation for fast, capable ships that would safely bring their crew home. Bingham liked the rugged character of the
Newport ships and after finding the drawings in the book he began to modify the lines into a new design that became Flicka 20. The design was originally aimed at the home construction market, and the length was kept at 20 feet to make it affordable. In September 1972 RUDDER published the first of six sections of an
article on the construction of Flick from fer vinegarent, which showed further improvements to lines and interiors. Rumor has it that Flick's first fer vinegar was built on the show as a demonstration project to promote the construction method. The ship failed to catch on as fer vinegar construction was expensive and a lot of
work for a small ship.  However, over the next five-year period, it was reported that 400 sets of plans were sold, most of them GRP-built ships, but at least one using a plank on the carvel. In 1974, Bingham and Katy Burke built a Flicka plough and sold it to Nor' Star Marine in California. In 1975, Nor' Star began producing
solidly constructed GRP fuselages, but at this stage there was no mold for the deck and trunk of the cabin. By February 1976, Nor' Star was producing a GRP deck, cockpit and cabin truck. Flickas have either been sold as kits or under contract with Westerley Marine to complete. It was a successful recipe that produced
well-built, high-quality ships, considered by many to be the most beautiful Flickas ever produced, with finely crafted and finished wooden interiors. The winning partnership came to an end when Nor' Star Marine closed in 1977. Flicka was then sold to the then-newly started Pacific Seacraft Corporation, which built a
reputation for high-quality construction and beautiful handmade interiors. Builders at Pacific Seacraft further modified Flicka by reducing the cabin trunk crown radius and moving the deck opening to the top of the cabin forward of the mast step.  By 1994 434 Flickas was manufactured by Pacific Seacraft, but in 2007 the
company collapsed. The brand name, moulds and tools were bought at a bankruptcy auction by marine archaeologist Stephen Brodie, and the company was moved to the East Coast where it was resurrected. In 2001, the new Pacific Seacraft attempted to relaunch Flick's design on the grounds that they required an
order from four or five ships. Unfortunately, the order was not filled and the design was shelved. It is considered unlikely that Flicka will ever be in production again, but there are always Flickas for sale on the second-hand market and for those interested in building their own, plans and currently at least one hull and deck
kit are apparently available now via Roy McBride on CKD ships in South Africa. The configuration &amp; layout of The Flicka's workboat heritage is clear to see in its powerful, bluff bow and low freeboard (for tousing mesh). It has a full keel that attracts 3 feet 3 inches and a simple transom-hung rudder. Her £1,800
ballast is well positioned forward in the hull and is responsible for much of her total displacement. To create plenty of space on the waterline of just 18 meters 2 inches, Flicka is designed with relatively wide 2-meter air, high upper sides and a high trainer roof. This design may suggest elements of a bathtub toy, however
Flicka is far from ugly and has an undeniable charm that attracts attention wherever it appears. Most Flickas use a masthead sloop rig that is set from a short bowsprit. It is a small platform with 106 square meters in the main jessail and two rows of reef points, and a working jib of 137 square meters. Variations exist,
including some that are partially furnished, while others use full cutting equipment, although it is possible to argue whether there is any advantage in cutting the sail area in an already small platform, thereby creating additional winding from additional halyard, linen lines and indoor living.  Several Flickas have been
successfully converted into gaffes and junk rigs and there is at least one yawl. On deck you will find narrow side decks and relatively access to the mast and foredeck. There is little room to call a tender, most owners drag their own or put it underneath. The cockpit is small and protected although relatively large compared
to Flick's size. At 1 1/2 small cockpit drains were an area of concern for some blue water sailors. Bingham's beam hull provides a spacious interior with 5 feet of 11 inches of headroom and three full-size moorings. The interior is open plan without a partition separating the forepeak from the main cabin. Her drinking water
supply is being carried in a 20-gallon tank below the quarterly berth.  The diesel fuel tank, which lives under V-berths, holds 8 gallons, as well as a holding tank. The standard inboard engine is an economical Yanmar 1GM10, a 9-horsepower single-cylinder diesel.  Access to the print provides a waterproof opening in the
sole of the cockpit. With the catch and the head closed, almost half of the storage space on Flicka was lost and therefore the out-of-body engine is the choice of many Flick owners. With an out-of-box fuel tank, it can be replaced with fresh water, and a lot of additional space is created behind the accompanying stairs.
Construction is an initally home build boat you will find Flickas built to different standards in a range of materials. Pacific Seacraft Flickas were built in fiberglass, early carcasses were hand-laid in polyester resin while subsequent carcasses switched to osmosis resisting vinilester resin. Decks are fiberglass with balsa
core, while areas with hardware through the deck are lined with plywood. The interior is built of a single fiberglass container that is tied to the carcass and lined with beautiful teak trim. The mast stepped into a stainless steel tent to allow easy removal of trailers, as well as rapid lifting and descent to avoid overhead
obstacles. High-quality bronze reinforcing elements were used, and external motor plates were mounted through the hull with stainless steel support plates. After 1980 closed head with tank holder became standard, and later models also come with custom bronze port lights, in engine vehicles and excellent cruise rig by
LeFiell. Under Sail Given The Flicka with a short length of waterline, heavy displacement and small equipment, it generally agrees that it sails extremely well. While most Flick owners would agree that the speed of the ship is not the number one priority, it is by no means lagging behind. According to Pacific Seacraft long
passages of 5 knots the average is not uncommon. Owners report that it can easily navigate 4 to 5 knots under the right conditions and can cross 6 knots at a range in winds of 20 knots or more. Her best point is beams to wide reach. Like most heavy displacement ships, poor air performance suffers. Many owners
recommend using a tramp in 10 knots for a little extra go-go juice. With its wine glass sections, short draft and 30% ballast The ship is gentle. The owners also reported the tendency of the time helm. Tacks can be difficult in restless conditions due to her tendency to throw. Some owners have suggested that in certain
weather conditions it can cause seasickness even in the toughest sailors, but its movement is generally kind. That aside, she's known for guarding her crew in impact and is a lot of fun to sail. Customers' Notes Flickas built by Pacific Seacraft are considered by many to be one to go for because of its superior build quality.
Due to its solid construction and reasonable design, Flicka 20 has aged well. There were no specific weaknesses that came to light. Flickas tend to be well loved and in relatively good condition and have proved popular in the second-hand boat market. There is an active community of owners. For further advice, boat lists
and resources, it is recommended that customers come into contact through the Flicka20.com website, as well as email discussion lists on Yahoo groups. Since 2010 the asking price for the ship has ranged from $10k - $50k USD depending on the year and condition. Links, references and further reading » Flicka 20
information and resources on flicka20.com » Flicka 20 owners discussion group at Yahoo Groups » Flicka Review from Good Old Boat Magazine by John Vigor Nov/Dec 1999 » A Flicka Sailboat Story by Roy McBride » Flicka 20 info at CKD Boats, Source Flicka 20 Hull and Deck sets. » Twenty small sailboats that will
take you anywhere John Vigor, (Ch13, p77-82) deep view of Flick 20. ISBN:978-0939837328 ISBN:978-0939837328
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